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' SOME SAY HE WILL;
VOTE ORDERED DRUGGISTS
ANOTHER CHICAGO BANK WRECKED
ARE FINED
SOME SAY HE WON'T ON PARK BONDS
AND ITS DOORS ARE Mg(
Lou:s-nalle-Repert nr.Oraie
ing in the Governor's Race.
13•45
-THE LATEST CAST UP OF CONDITIONS IN RANKS OF KENREPUBLICAN
TUCKY DEMOCRACY AS COLLECTED BY
NEWSPAPER OF THE

IGNORKA SUGGES- JUDGE kir=
•
TION TO VOTE ON BONDS
LIGHT JU
AGAINST
FOR LIGHT AND WATER
SUNDAY 1401111ATORS.

COUNCIL
rt
ohrora.

GRANT PRANCHISE FOR
CASES WILL BE APPEALED
CAR LINE EXTENSION
TO THE CIRCUIT COURT

MET ROPOLIS.

•

People Principally

ONE OF THE BANK OFFICERS
ABSCONDED AND PRESENCE
OF TWENTY POLICEMEN WAS
FIRST PUBLIC KNEW OI
BANK BEING WRECKED.

MRS. T. OVERSTREET

Many political moves will be made
on the political checker board with-in the next few days, says the Louiss.1rille Herald, and it is more than
probable that two or more candidates
for minor offices will withdraw. All
depends on the sitccess met with by
*Gov. Beckham and Pery Haly in their
efforts to get out a new candidate for
governor.
Congressman 011ie James, who is
now abroad, is expected to return in
the nexit two weeks. When he arrives in New York he will be Met by
a committee of Demiscratt, who be
to the Beckharre-Haly faction,
and he will be urged to run for governor
In the event that Mr- James becomes a candidate he will receive
the support of C-ov. Beckham and
Percy Italy and other followers of
the administration who are dissatisfied
with Judge 'Hager, and• who cannot
accept the candidacy of Gen. -Hays.
Many politicians believe that Beckham's only hope is to induce James
to become a candidate for governor.
They say that the tide is sweeping
to McCreary almost irresistibly. and
profess to believe that unless James
does run Beckham will either withdraw from the race for senator or
have the prinsary called off.
Friends Says James Will Run.
Some of Mr James' friends insist
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0
3
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6

that he will be a candidate. Only
recently a prominent Democrat attorney, living in Wkstern Kentucky,
told a reporter for At Herald that he
was positive that Mr. James would be
a candidate. This gentleman is a
close, personal and political friend of
kfr. James, and is in a position to
know his intentions.
"I am satisfied that Mr. James will
be a candidate," said he, "and his
candidacy will be announced within
the next two weeks. Mr. James will
return from abroad shortly, and on
his arrival in Kentucky he will nuke
a formal announcement of his candidacy. In his letter of announcement
he will twice known his position ln
a way that he will not be misunderstood
Ile will be the candidate of
no faction, but will go before the people on his merits.
"It is silly to talk of Mr. James as
Percy 'Italy's candidate. I know that
Ha)' wanted him'to make the race.
and went to Washington to see him
some months ago but Mr. James
would not consent to be the administration candidate. The opposition to
Gov. Beckham, and the administration
also urged him to become a candidate.
but Mr. James declined to be the candidate of any faction. Since he has
been abroad Mr. James has been kept
(Continued On Page Two.)
WHITE

AND
THAW'S

WIFE

Witness Will Testify He Saw Them
Together a Week Before
DECKS
TO GAIN
UNABLE
Tragedy.
•
STEERAGE PASSENGERS
New York Augu•t 6.—The proseBORNE TO GRAVE.
cution in the case against Harry
Kendall Thaw may, it was 'said last
night, try to prove that Evelyn NesFive Hundred Others Aided in Esbit Thaw had met and been in company of Stanford White since her
Cape by Fishermen.
marriage to prove this is Jos. V. Jordin, at present the manager of the
Genoa. Italy, Aug 6.—The loss of Hotel Indian River at Rockledge,
the Italian steamer Sirio causes intense Ha. Mr. Jordan was the Treasurer
excitement among the relatives and of the "Wild Rose" company, ;n
friends of the Italian passengers and which Evelyn Nesbit had a part.
crew, most of whom lived here, or in Some weeks ago he appeared before
The officei of the Assistant District Attorney Garvan,
this vicinity.
captain of port and of the Italian Gen- having been subpoenaed in nompany
eral Navagat ion company, to which v..ith James Lederer. who was the
the Sirio belonged, were so besieged manager of the "Wild Rose" comtoday by agonized throngs seeking in- pany. Mr. Jordan refused to say
formation that elle police were com- anything to Mr. Garvan te ling hint
pelled to establish barriers to 'hold that he would only testify when
back the crowds. Some of the people forced to do so by a Grand Jury subassumed a threatening aspect, declar- poena. The writ of prohibition seing that the facts were being withheld cured by the defense, however, prevented this action, and Mr. Jordan's
Cartagena, Spain, Aug. 6--Crow ded evidence was not secured.
Mr. Jordan, it is said, could swear
into the steerage, unable to gain the
decks above. , ,Icio persons, including that he has seen White and Mrs
women and children, were carrie3 to Thaw together within about a week
the bottom with the Italian steamslhip of the shooting. "I came up from
Sirio, which went on the rocks off Indian River about three weeks beCape Palos Saturday evening and fore the tragedy" Mr. Jordan is reported to have said. "I had been
sank almost immediately.
'Five hundred other men, women here more than a week, and it was
and children were rescued after one about a week before the shooting
of the most harroitng experience, in that I taw them together.
I had
maritime history.. Thrown into fad walked from the East Side toward
panic. with 'almost certain death star- ,Ifroadway and had just passed the
ing *sem in the face, they leaped, Martha Washington HOW Twenscreaming and prayingt into the ocean ty-ninth street when I saw Stanford
and were picked tip by fishermen. White and Evelyn Nesbit together.
,-)ths-rc escaped in the email boats.
F spoke to them and am certain' of
The captain, of the steamer added my
testimony."
to the tragic of the castaetrophe by
committing stricide.. He hlatned the
CIGARETTES DIVORCE PLEA
wreck to his own imprudence and dedared himself no tringer worthy pf
Milwaukee Woman Sues Husband
living .
Who Smokes the "Devil Sticks."
'Miost of the pattengers drowned
were Italian and Spanish imigrants
Milwaukee, Wis. Aug. 6.—Beessuse
hound for South America.
The he smokes cigarettes Mrs. Clare A.
biehop of Sao Pedro. Brazil, was lost Fawcett has sued her husband, Edand It is reported that another bishop ward T. Fawcett of this city, for diidentity uncertain at this' time, was vorce. She also alleges that in July
also drowned. Several of the fisher- Fawcett kidnaped their child and took
men who' aided in the rescue were it to Windsor, Canada, and that the
child was filthy and almost starved
Those rescued from the vessel are when returned to the mother.
ris
.isw at Cape Palos in.pitiable condition ,being without fond or clothing.
Caught at Sagamore Hill.
In Trouble for Doing Duty.
Font :Wayne. Ind Aug.6 —Members
of the local aerie of Eagles will try
to expel Deputy Fish Commissioner
Fleming from the order. He has had
a number of his brother members
fined for violating the gime laws.

Oyster Bay. I, I Aug. 6.—Karl
Cook, who said he was a lawyer from
'Washington, wass arrested last night
by secret service men while attempting
to climb Sagamore Hill. Today Cook
was sentenced to five days in thc
county jail at Mineola on the charge
of vagrancy,

IS RE- ROLLA
HEAD
WHO
USES
FUSED A LICENSE TO
Chicago, August 6.—The
Mil- is at present in Europe,
CHLOROFORM TO HOLD
where lu
waukee Avenue State Bank, one of went
OPEN SALOON AT goo
to attend the coronation
HIMSELF
UP
GETS
the largest outside of the down-town
King Haakon.
BOYD STREET
districts, and having deposits of
"SOAKED" WELL.
more than $3,000,000, today c'osed its
Deposits of $3,618,1oo.
doors, fol:owing a run on the instiNew York, August 6.—Accordin1
Mechanicsburg Statesmen Accuse Al- Two Mismated Couples File Suit tution.
The first intimation
of to the latest available reports
thi
trouble
was
the appearance at the Milwaukee
derman Farley of Retarding PubAvenue State Bank o
—County Court Decides Roads
bank of twenty policemen, who had
Chicago had deposits of $3.618.101
lic Improvements From a
been dispatched to prevent anticiMust Be Dedicated
its capita was $250,000.
Its Nes
pated disorders, the police departRecuniary Motive.
York correspondents are the Mercan
To Country.
ment having been notified officially
til Nlaiional sank and the Chasi
that one of the officers of the bank
bank.
had absconded.
The council at its regular meeting
C. 0. Ripley, J. P. Sketh, R. S.
The suspicion of depositors was
FRAUD CHARGED IN
last night passed a resolution putting Ballow' and Stephon Bros., all
aroused by the sight of the police
to a vote of the people at the coming druggists were fined Us each in
NASHVILLE ELECTION
men stationed in front of the bank
Nashville. Tenn., Aug. 6.—Hem
November election the question of is- police court yesterday morning for
and in a short time large numbers P. Fritz, a broker, and
suing bonds to the amount of Soso,- se ling whisky on Sunday.
Noah King,
of those who had money in the negro saloon porter, were
000 for the purpose of building parks
arrested to
The charges against all the drugbank appeared and demanded their day on the charge of the illegal us4
throughout the city. The suggestion gists were brought by two amateur
deposits. At one time the run as- of a poll-tax receipt in the count
of Mlayor Yeiser that the question of detectives of Mayfield who were emsumed
the proportions of a riot, but election last Thursday. Other arrest
issuing bonds for the purpose of build- ployed by the Retail Liquor Dealers
ing water works and installing an association of Paducah; the associa- the turbulenne of the crowd was are expectted. The-e are rumors o
fraud because of the. bitter itonteg
electric lighting and power plant for ton agreeing to pay the "detectives" fnflly quelled by. theoolice.
The news of the suspension spread betive:in Cartwright. Democrat. an
commercial purposes was ignored.
Us for the first conviction they serapidy, and soon several of the Johns, Independent, for sheriff, John
The council gave first passage to cured.
smaller banks in the vicinity were being a reform candidate.
the ordinance providing for the sale
The druggists announced their inof a franchise for the building of an tentions of appealing the cases to the beseiged by depositors.
The Milwaukee avenue state bank Aged Man Is Killed in Quarrel Ove
eleotric car line from Seventeenth and circuit court.
Cow.
was
organized in 188o by Paul 0
Broadway to Nineteenth and BroadHenry 1-Tardy alias "Slick" Spann Stensland,
Elizubertitown, Ky.. Aug. 6—Whit
who is president.
way and out Nineteenth street to
The
Handley and James Miller became en
was fined $so for disorderly conduct. capital
stock is given at $25o,000. Of
Guthrie avenue and on to the Maygaged in a fight Friday over a row
Hardy was found asleep on the back the deposits
stated to be in the and
field road.
-Handley shot Miller, killing hin
porch of the residence occupied by
neighborhood of $3,000,000, a large instantly. Miller
The Paducah Traction Co., agreed
was about- 70 year:
Mrs. Gilbert at Ninth and Tennessee part, it is
said, is the earnings of old Officer., have gone
to build an eight-foot culvert and fill
to the scene
streets.
working people. President Stensland of the shooting to
scross Bradshaw creek if the franchise
capture Handley.
Rolla Head. th,e hunch back, aris bought by them. The franchise
rtsted on suspicion of a burglar's acprovides that the company buying the
complice was fined 125 on a charge
it is asserted, he would not have sur
franchise shall keep the street in reloitering; a bottle of chloroform
sived the day.
pair for two feet on each sic of the of
was found in Head's pocket.
He
Considerable excitement prevaile
car line tracks
in Zion City when news of the ac
The proceedings of the council were claimed he had to use chloroform to
cident and critical coditioa of ti
somewhat enlivened by speeches hold him up." The police think REPORT
THAT AGED APOSTLE
fallen leader spread. This brough
made by Will Farley and Mr. Yates Head is wanted at Asheville, N. C.
FELL DOWN STAIRforth a second rumor that
of Mechanicsburg who asked the for horse-stealing.
Mr:
The case against Thomas Warren
council to order concrete sidewalks
Dowie had lost her reason. It i
WAY.
along Farley place in Mechanicsburg. and Thomas Franklin for the alleged
known that Mrs. Dowie long ha
Both gentlemen scored Alderman J swindling of Frank and Lafayette
acted strangely and insanity was star
C Farley who owns two-thirds of itobinson out of $47o went over again
Several Bones Said to Be Broken pected, but there was nothing tangi
the property along that thoroughfare on account of the absence of witble learned to justify the rumor. It i
—Wife's
Reason
Reand has heretofore stood in the way nesses. .
significant, however, that Mrs. Dowi
Gips Parks was fined $5 for breach
of all street and sidewalks and imported Lost.
has not been seen even by intimat
provements. The ordinance desired of ordinance.
friends except at rare intervals sine
by the speakers was ordered brought
Luby Washington a negro boy
Dowie's historic return from Mexicc
in.
charged with disorderly conduct was
Chicago, Aug. 6.—John Alexander
Mrs. T. Overstreet wife of J. D. dismissed on account of being under
Dowie is beieved to be lying in
Overstreet, whose saloon license at sevent n years of age the new law
Shiloh House at Zion City.
goo Boyd street was revoked by the being at all youths under seventeen
Under guard for several weeks, his
mayor because the propietor sold must
tried by the juvenile court.
tioors closed to all but his most faithwhisky on Sunday made application
ful followers, Dowie virtually has
for a license to open a saloon at the
Othler Cases.
been a prisoner in his own home.
same place.
W. C. Reynolds, carry a pistol and
The licensee was refused as the brass knucks, 05 and costs and ten Steadily growing worse physically,
council considered the application as days in jail; Drew Starrett and Bob the First Apostle's condition was
THAD
WILLIAM!
virtually coming from the husband ;enkins, breach of peace, continued; aggravated Saturday when, in being 80N OF
carried down stairs, his attendants
Whose license was revoked.
THE
BARBER.
BITTEN
Dee Jackson, breach of peace, conIt was also shown that there was tinued; Tully Livery company, breach stumbled and fell with him to the
BY Obi&
bottom. When picked up, Dowie was
unnonscious and remained in a coma(Oontintred ow Page Five-)
(Cont nued on Page Four.)
tose state for several hours.
News of the accident to the founder Hand Belly Laseritnd Causing Mut]
of Zion leaked out yesterday when
Suffering—Dog' Belonged
to
his most intimate followers were
0. B. Starks.
hastily sent for. No one not a Dowie
partisan is permitted to enter Shiloh
House; its inmates are silent and an
s
air
of mystery and reticence hangs
Young Thad Williams, Jr., aged
RALLIED FROM OPERATION AND IS RESTING EASY IN HIS
over the placed and every one con- years and the son of Mr. Thad WI
WARD AT RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL—OTHER SICK.
nected with it.
'jams, the barber of 'North Fourtl
It had been Dowie's intention to
address his followers at Shiloh Tab- street was bitten through the limit
Capt. T. J. Mioorc is resting easy
Aged Lady Hurt.
ernacle yesterday, that being his fast by a dog belonging to 0. B. Starke
in his private ward at Riverside hosMrs. James Mulvio aged 79 fell opportunity for addressing them pub- The little fellow is outlying ver;
pital where he underwent an operadown the steps at her home at licly under the ruing of Judge Landis
tion Saturday evening for append:was bitten through th
Eleventh and Jefferson streets Sun- made some weeks ago. Dowie failed much as be
and hopes are now entertained
day night and was renclered'uncon- ts appear, but in his stead came F. bone. Dr. Lightfoot was summone
for his recovery. When the operascions and broke one finger. Dr. J. A Harington. one of Dowie's most snd dressed the wound and he say
tion was first performed and the
D. Robertson was called and dressed faithful lientenants.
He delivered !le can't tell yet how the boy wil
seriousness of his condition known, the injury.
an address, but made no reference to get along.
the life of the popular officer was
Mrs. A. A. .Balsley, the mirisser, of the absence of the First Apostle.
despaired of but he ralied after the 314 Broadway,
is able to be out after
ONE QUARTER.
operation and has fair chances to several weeks' illness.
Details Withheld.
ecover.
Mrs. Arthur Bailey, of lost BroadEd Gardner. a tMurray negro wit
The news of his improved condi- way is ill.
Efforts to obtain details of the ac a police record shot Jim
Ni
tion will be pleasant news to Capt.
Miss Mae Hayes. of trod South cident which threatens to cut short another negro Sunday in a qua:r(
Moore's friends.
Dowie's career were unsuccessful. over a quarter at a crap game an
Third street, is ill.
Mrs. Moore and children who had
From persons who were in Shiloh Nix will probably die.
been visiting in the South arrived
House yesterday, partial admissions
Back to California.
Gardner used a 32-calibre revolve
Sunday evening. Mrs. Moore was
were gained that "Dr. Dowie was not fired one shot the ball entering Nin
Miss dausie Suther'and. dategtiter as well at he might be."
allowed to see her husband a short
breast and lodging under the shou
while Monday morning but the of Mr. R R. Sutherland left for Los
It is Imown that Dowie is occupy- dcr blade. Gardner is in jail.
benefor
Angeles,
night
the
last
Cal.,
physicians have refused his many
ing his old room in Shi'oh House and
friends permission to visit him yet fit of her health. Miss Sutherland that physicians and nurses are conSMALL BLASS.
on account of the seriousness of his spent several months in that state stantly coming and going from the
last winter and was very much itn apostolic residence. One report is
condition.
The firemen from central sta..
proved.
that sevezal of Dowie's bones were were called to extinguish a fire whit
Capt. Williamson
breleen. Another statement last night originated in a shed in the. rear I
.
Mr. Rieke Improved.
was that the First Apostle had sev- Whitehead, reSittritilt on Low
Capt. J. E. Winamson v1, has
Rieke
Mr.
sinking spells during the day and Brodway early ye:sterday morning.
condition
Louis
of
The
eral
been seriously ill at his home on
The blaze was qttickly put out te
north Sixth street is munh improved who has been seriously ill was much that he is rapidly losing ground. But
fc.r his wonderful recuperative faculty, Only a mall loss st1011114
better yesterday evening.
and will soon be out again.

DOWIE HURT

I

Li

Capt. Moore Resting Easy;
Has a Chance to Recover

DOG BITES
LITRE CHILE

•

ents.,

LOW CAR FARE
OFFEREDINFTROIT

it pass to the third reading before
the fall election. It will be submitted
to the people then, according to the
mayor's plan, and if approved by
them will be passed, or, if rejected
voted down.

-E.
BALDWIN PIANO

CtiftE FOR FOOTBALL CRAZE

'ANSWERS ARE
COMING IN;1

Gix-Mile Walk Every Day
Serve as an Antidote for
the Game.

Will

Alexander Peek, a well-to-do farm.
Si, three miles south of this city, beCITY ENGINEER RECEIVES FE. neves he has solved the football craze
, with his son. Mr. Peck, reports the
PLIES FROM ADS FOR BIDS
News, has a boy of footi Indianapolis
ball age, who attends the high sehool
ON NEW BRIDGE.
II Ws. city, anti has tor two years,.4.
When the football mania first invaded this section be was much sought ;
Traction Company Begins Work of
after to join the Alexandria team, as :
Extending Line From Madison to
he was of athletic build and possessed 1
of
heroic courage. The boy confided '
Trimble—Building News.
his ambition to his father, who wanted
to know why he desired to )coin an organization that meant weekly injury
City Engineer L. A. Washington and possible frequent diadguremene
has received quite a number of letter "I need the exercise," was the ro
of .inquiry in response to his Adver- joinder; "i don't get enough exercise
tisements placed in the foreign build- to enjoy my meals."
Peek. Dem was equal to the emerrtnk gency "Hereafter, my son," said he.
the new bridge aer . ss Island
The advertiee- "Instead Of riding to school In the
in Mechanicsbueg.
weeks age morning on the traction line, and borne
meets were placee
In the evening, you can walk. If Oa:
beerd 3f works
et the instance c);
does not furnish you suilkient exercise,
and the bridge committees of the I can dnd
something else for you to
general council.
do in the mornings and evenings."

CHICAGO "DRY TOWN."
-- —
For tke First Time in Its History
HUTCHINS PRESENT QUESThere No Saloons Were Open.
Aug. O.—For the first time
Chicago,
TION TO VOTgRS OF .THE
y Chicago was Satterday,
---tillstOr
iff•itS
CITY.
while the primary elections were being held, an absolutely "dry" town.
The law forbids the selling of spirittnotts or malted liquors during eleclions, under iron-clad conditions,
which make it mandatory on the authorities to cancel the license of any
saloonkeeper violating the law. The
is a new one, and Saturday's
law
in
Possible
Ownership
Municipal
elections furnished the first test of its
Eighteen years Under the
efficiency. Should a license be taken
New Franchise.any i,Va ; SCC life another one for at
least twenty years. Hitherto on elec&ye it he; always been poseible
tion
there
Detroit, Mich, Aug. 6,—"Is
thirsty to secure relief via
the
for
money in the street car busisees at
and side doors, even
entrances
back
Presi2 1-2 cent fares?" was asked
attempted To Veep
police
the
--hen
dent Jere C. Hutchins ai the Detroit
But it is the
closed.
saloons
the
was
United Railway. This question
For almost two yeara, winter as welt
saloonkeepers theincr.-Profit! Reader.
put in view of the fact that Mr
as summer, except on miuy days, the
unprecedentHutchins has agreed to accept. on the snonsible• for Saturday's
The city engineer has completed boy has trudged uncomplainingly to
of affairs.
part of the street railway company ed condition
the profile of the Jarrett street im- Alexandria, three mites away, and
a franchise embodying this rate of
Jarrett street is in home in the same way. The exercise
provement.
fare if the people approve it.
Mechanicsburg and the improvements has been bensnoial, het financially it
"It: took) me six months to come to
will extend from Powell street to has been a losing same for his father
for the boy's appetite has grown to
the conclusion that a 2 1-2 cent fare
Bridge street.
be something phenomenal, as has his
as proposed to me by Mayor George
growth in weight and etrength, of itself
P. Codd, could in any way be made
Car Line Extension.
of far more value than money. Nothacceptable," said Mr. Ilutchins. "It
(Continued Frans Fteat Page.)
Traction company ing is ever said by the son of "lack of
Paducah
The
is not proposed to give this low fare
a large force of hands to exercise," and if he cootinues to hankall day long, but only three hours in fully posted concerning the situaeion started
morning making exca- er atlor membership in the , football
the morning and two in the after- at home. and he is now convinced tInn work Monday
to laying the team, he is wise enough to keep it tr
preparatory
..ations
,
This
noon during the rush hours.
it is his duty to make the race. The
line himself, fearing a nightly introduction
time gives the entire working class people want a new candidate. and rails for the extension of the•r
to a good-sized woodpile at home.
Trimble
to
Madison
and
Fifth
from
including clerks and office employes they will get one in the person of Mr.
street and out that street to Sixth
a chance to go from and to their James."
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
homes for 5 cents the round trip, or
----The Herald's informant is a mon
ten tickets for 25 cents. After these of unquestionable standing. He has
Those of Canada Bid Fair to Surt.a.ob
Begin on New Building.
hours the regular fare will be 5 cents, been associated with Mr. James for
Any Others in the
or Six tickets for 25 cents. This ;5 many years and is one of his trusted
The telAl :ivery barn on South Third
World.
- -practically a 3-cent fare for the entire friends. When asked if he had heard street dear Kentucky avenue belongFamily, for ten tickets for 25 cents and directly from Mir. James. he declined ing to the J. R. Smith estate has been
"Canada will yet furnish to the world
six tickets for 25 cents makes six- to answer, no- would he permit the torn away and the contractors have its iron supply. It will be Jest the same
teen tickets for so cents,. which is as use of his name. He did say, however. begun to dig the ditches for the walls with iron as with wheat. A decade from
now Canada will outstrip another COLL11near to a 3-cent fare as we can get that his information
came from.
of th* modern new stable that is to
la wheat growing. The proouction
tries
source that could not he questioned. be built for the Thompson Transfer
Cheap Fare for Everybody.
of iron at a cheaper rat* than It can be
company.
Others Say He Will Not.
"It is calculated that 40 per cent
made elsewhere will cause C,at.ada to
In snite of this gentleman's declaraof the people will ride on the ten for
take a similar position as far as iron is
Resume Work on Jefferson.
25 cents tickets. Nearly all of the tion. few of the best posted politicians
concerned. In ton years Canada will
The contractors began laying the have become a eat metallurgical counother 60 per cent will take advantage believe that Mr. James will be a canof the six tickets for 25 cents. Tran- didate. They way that it is too late curbing and guttering on Jefferson try. ,You will see an iron industry In
sients will probably pay 5-cent fares for him) to enter the race and that from Fifth to. Ninth streets yester- Like dominion larger than in 1.:_y other
not caring to be burdened with tickets he would be disastriousIv beaten if day morning, preparatory for the re- country in the world." Thus width Dr.
he should become a c-andidate at this construction of that street with the P. L T. Hernelt, the French n.etallargfor which they will have no use.
electric
The street is ical expert, inventor of the
"This is the cheapest street car fare time. Six weeks ago. they say. he bitulithic material.
smelting process named in 1.!it hotor.
ever offered in the world. For with would have been almost invincible. paved with brick from First street.
Pig iron, he says. is the basis for structhis cheap fare universal transkrs are but thee he has lost most of his
and other steel. "At prc-ent Cantural
the
as
gives, so that one can go from one strength since he went abroad,
HOME OF FRIENDLESS.
spends $S0.000,000 to $40,000.000 is
ada
the
crossed
he
that
believe
voters
5
end of the city between
o'clock and
The board of directors of the Home buying steel abroad. The idea ought to
8 o'clock) in the morning and 4:3o and ocean to (escape his friends, who are
friendless wish to express their be to make that steel in this country out
6:3o in the afternoon for 2 1-2 cents. ins-is/ince that he make some positive of the
and appreciation for the fol- of Canadian material by the aid of
thanks
"It is only after many conferences declaration.
Canadian water power and Canadian laHad Mr. Tames announced in the lowing donation made them in June
that my associates have been won
bor. Think of what it means! The reJuly.
a
be
and
over to this view of the situatios. We early stages that he would' not
in Canada of $60.000 000 now
tention
$8.
Through Dr. D. J. Murrell
think it is a fair business propositien canddate there is no doubt of the
spent abroad, the supplying of
yearly
r our side, or we would not have fact that Senator Blackburn would from the sale of Chautatuitte tickets; the new demand for steel rails. strucan
et
Believing, Mr. Layette Jones, treat for children
sented to it. But it will take the have entered the race.
tural steel, sod other classes of the prod•
most careful management and the however, that Mr. James was the $t; Mr. Frank Jones, *t; Married net which have arisen in cor.seguence
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'Crime of -Gifted Men Who Degrade 1i
Their Fellows is a Most Serious-COT-le'

LUM McCLELLAND DEAD.

NARROW ESCAPE

Prominent Citizen of Fulton County
Dies After Long Illness.
•
Clinton, Ky, Aug. 6 —Lum
SWITCHMAN JOHN GEORGE lans a well-known citizen of Fulton
county, living near Cayce, died MlonCAUGHT,BETWEEN DRAWday_ night after a tottg spell_ of sicks
HEADS OF TWO CARS.
ness. lie had a Masonic burial at
Cayce cem-tery Tuesday morning.
MT. McClellan was past 70 years old
Held Until Accident was Discovered and was a well-to-dlo farmer. His
wife, who survives him, is a sister of
and Cars Pulled Apart—Will
Ben Henderson of this county. Eight
Probably Recover.
daughters and ,two sons also survive
their father.
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tucky. 'Woodson is a hyprocrite. He
pretends to he for William Jennings
Bryan, while his palters. the Paducah
Owensboro
aAd
News-Democrat
of mufoes
Messenger are the bitter
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nicipal ownership and
PaIn
.
corporations
lent tools of the
holders
ducah all of Woodson's stock
ate galcl bugs and interested in the
corporation's whose methods are as
vicious as any of those assailed by
Mr. Bryan. Woodson pretends to be
for Bryan, when here at home he is
in full sympathy with the corporations
and advocates everything that will
strengthen their hold upon the great

, flip;
decision this morning diamthiang Joe
Trimble, on a charge of obstructing
a tib1ic hioliway. The e'riliet was
gioen because the road in ouestion
had not been regularly dedicated to
tin: county and therefore VI:13 not a
highwty.
j
Divorce Suits Filed.
Carrie Gibbs filed suit for divorce
from her husband Clint Gibbs, alleging abandonment. The couple were
married in this state in 1890, and lived
together until loo5, when the wife
says leer husband deserted her without
cause on her part.
J. N. Wyatt filed suit for divorce
from his wife Missouri Wyatt, alleging that his wife deserted him, The
couple were married in tiloo and lived
together until igo4.
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Colorado s Civic Conscience
is Benumbed or Enthralled

pRINTING

WHOLE STATE IN THE CLUTCH OF CORPORATIONS AND
THEIR SUBSERVIENT POLITICIANS, IN SPITE OF EQUAL
SUFFRAGE FOR WOMEN—THE LEAGUE FOR HONEST
ELECTIONS FACING APPALLING CONDITIONS.
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&
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being
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A Big Fight,---But Not Uneven_
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Have
Moved
to

Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules

311
Broadway

I

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY

BACON'S
sToitit.

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler

PADUCAH VS. JACKSONVILLE

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
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to extend its mains out north EightJa
WIT AND HUMOR.
"HlidloOdireeft..Atp--it has cost us
eTENOGRA?HERS' ENGLISH.
street to Boyd 'street.
too enuak"e-eWayarde-,
Taies.
The Water company was ordered elome of Thedr Blunders Make the ...A wise and good man can offer no
1
SeIrace.—Dioge nes.
Oona piece of ilataveay begets ae Employer's Life a Burden—
to extend its mains on Clay street
olher.—Terence.
Ninteenth
to
A Few Instances.
from Seventeenth
you want more FedKnicker—So
street
SENTENCE SERMONS.
In some stenographic systems an ' eral regulation of food?
A motion authorizing the joint
I Boeker—Yes, and I want the bends
arbitrary
two
one,
sign
for
stand
may
lighting committee to place the light
Slander is the coward's, sward.
or even three words. Sometinaes the !compelled to play only pure nuaic
plant in condition to receive the new
mistranslation of one of these signs • when I eat.—New York Sun.
Danville, Ill., Aug. 6.—The Champs
machinery was passed.
Activity is the best aim-es to an.
leads to funny results, says Success
Swipe the Double Header Sunday played a poor game in the field, losI Any time is the proper time fear prayer.
council concurred in the ac- Magazine.
The
errors:
rank
of
result
a
ati
to
ing
Jacks
Vets
Defeat
and
Mattoon
From
saying what is just.—From the Greek.
tion of the board of aldermen in inYesterday.
"The deed shocised the nation to the
'ROE structing the board of works to erect
The rerreacy oi kiudness( is cash iw
3 7 o poles and wires sufficient to increase heart-core," was what was said, and the I Mk. Bortey—I would go to the end cetrury,
Danville
Vincenne,
•
1 3 7 the number of street lights to $200. typewriter evolved: "The dead shocked . of the world for you.
How They Stand.
the notion to the hard car." "The rumos
Ott;
and
Batteries—Hfolycross
of t•ifesubvnitate
;he
Suspicion
Miss
are
When
Cayenne—Goa!
Property owners on Farley street was but transient, though," was hardly
33 .6.49 Whitley, Matteson and McClelland.
6t
Vincennes
you going to start ?—Clecago Blade.
slothful for
sidewalk.:
put
to
board
the
petitioned
49 44 -527
Cairo
recognizable as "The rammer was
and glitters along their property. The trains sad through." A rear-end colJacksonville
47 46 .503
Little children and Ibeadaches, great
Only a destititte Nee counts heistg
Cairo, 7; Mattoon,
matter was referred to the city engi- lision was evidently in that giri'v mind. , ebildren and heartaches.—From the rid' as the- greatest vials**.
45 47 .489
Paducah
and street committee
42 53 .442
Danvikle
"As manna fed the Jews," was in- Latin.
Cairo, Ill. .Aug. 6.—Cairo walked neer
36 56 .389
Mattoon
chief of pdice was authorized genietudy tortured by another young
The
There is no virtue in die innocence
took
away with Mattoon 4 oday and
to pUt 1,1 ase matey- extra pediee--wee
Abe.litit game-by tar& hitting_ .
woral Tato.Plas mamma Ted the
Sunday's Results.
cure your propensity to regulate othRIHE he may think necessary on August 8. Yet she was a. Sunday school teacher.
Cairo, o; Janksonville, 4.
Only a fee-dish pereoris is sensibive
ers.
The monthly report of the chief of
284
Mattoon
"Plays, creeps and laugh*, the limoPaducah, 6; Mattoon, 1.
oriee riet,cislki of a foil.
791
to
filed.
and
received
po ice was
Cairo
sent," crooned the mun, one day, mouthPaducah, 4; Mattoon, 3.
trying
ut
-been
he
our
Judd—We've
for
application
made
Tom Weitlauf
ing the opening lines of some projected
Vincennes. 5; Danville, re
is the experience yeat have acquUreet.
a svhiskey license at 300 South Ninth baby verses. When the typewriter now for six months- to be econontscal.
Vincenneit 7; Danville, 5. VOTE ORDEDER ON
you
did
escceed?
Budd—How
what it cost?
world
street. The license was granted.
tapped out: "Plays craps and leaves the
---leereseesieireeeeeemera__
.4111M11011112nettteer7PARK BONDS.
THE
saloon
J. R. Morris was granted a
Innocent," he scanned her N isage
Schedule for Today.
Broadway.
license
too
at
y.
Mattoon at Cairo.
e said: "The voice of Dr. Joce/ya
ffiel
Jacksonville at Paducah.
B. Padeitt & Co., were granted a
(Continued from Page One.)
Vincennes at Danville.
license to open a saloon at 1533 was heard calling for assistance," siad it
cams out: "The vice of Dr. Josh 1-11.1.41
Broad.
A good sized Monday crowd was at ah ordinance now in force prohibiting
was hard killing four assistants."
saloon
a
wanted
Denker
Oscar
the park yesterday to see the opening a woman from entering a saloon and license at 1043 Kentucky avenue and
Whee "But she held Jake too dearly
game with Jacksonville, which was it would be bad policy to issue a sa- his brother George Denker wanted a for that, and so—passed on," was dicwon by Paducah. both sides putting up loon license to a woman.
license at 741 Harris street but the tated, and it came out: "But she held
a good article of ball playing.
J. M. Whittaker was granted a li- epplications got the names reversed Jacks, two, drawing for that and so
cense to open a saloon at the Dud and action on the matter was de- paned, one." would it have been unjust
ah r bh po a e Quarles place at the Union depot.
Jacksonville.-ferred until the matter could be bo credit tlie girl at the machine with
Copeland, If
411 goo Quarles .was refused a renewal of li- straightened out.
an elementary 1:nowiedee of gambling?
5 1 cense there because he had put out
Rerte. ss
3 o 0
Occasionally a new beast or bird is
to
license
wanted
Theobald Peters
4 o T TO 0 0 obscene literature in advertising his
Hackett, 16
liscovEred
by the type writer, thus:
in
or
Broadway
1040
at
bar
a
open
Hughes. cf
3 o 2 3 o o place.
a bui'ding in the rear of the place 'The sea-quail was. etc.," the intention
3 o 0 2 0
leitshaw. rf
The mayor presented a petition
3 0 0 0 1 n front the Retail Merchants associa- where a license has been refused acing "the Seq'le I was,etc." This was in
liege'. 3b
Peters at a previous meeting, it being line with a blunder made by the same
3 0 0 2 3 T
Livingston, alb
tion asking that the present ordin- evident to the council that there girl, who bad avowed that "a gull sunk
3 0 0 2 0 o
Belt. c
:owe be modiled so as to allow the was no such place as 1040 B. inroad- the schooner," instead of "a gale:" On
Allen. p
3 0 0 0 1 0
menhants to place electric signs in way. The license was refused.
another occasion she declared that a
front of their places of business, the
pair of losers "hatched up a pretty
&
Totals2
Ghent
It
24
The contract
9 1 4
2
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO.
present ordinance being almost proElliott to care fdr the city garbage aquirt el," instead of their having
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
hibitatory.
"patched up a petty quarrel."
Pad iscato —
ab r bh po a
dump was ratified.
on
owners
The request of property
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OA
Taylor. cf
Havirg coufessed that once upon a
4 0 T 2 0
I. T. Hill and Dan A. Mosely.
Omgley,2b
4 1 0020 Harrison street between Eleventh milkmen, asked that their license Woe she had Len: a waitress in a popular
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
3 o o 3 4 0 and Twelfth streets that side walks
Cooper. •s
money be refunded since the dairy- restaurant, the reason is clear why
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
0 2 3 0 be constructed was referred to street
3
Wetzel. 3b
men's license was referred to the 'Foist the malts of the dynasty" was
3 0 1 IT 0 0 committee.
MSC lb
AND AGREEABLE HUES
finance committee as was the peti- clicked out: "First, the 5...ea's of the
Lloyd. If
3 0 1 1 0 0
A complaint of property ownere tion of J. R. Hooper for the refund- dinnersty." This sounds like a "madeIS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH'
IT
30 o 0 o
rf
on Eleventh street between Madison ing of money paid for huckster's up," but it is fearful fact.
0
2
7
T
5 t
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THET>owning. e
ant Monroe was referred to the
"The president was beard with ac.3 1 I 0 2 0 street committee and city engineer. license.
Iler, p
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY'
claim," dictated the man. -The present
The report of the milk and .meat was
The complaint is that a largo pool
hard with a clam," eats valet the
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
Totals—
39 3 5 27 13 0 cf stagnant water is standing near inspector was received and filed. The
insisted that be had said, as
typewriter
sellreport shows the dairymen are
she Martial" hunted for her notes.
12 3 4 5 6 7 14 9- NIP. that intersection.
Inningsing exce•lent milk.
BradF.
W.
from
proposition
A
Jacksonville i9 9 n_o o O q o—t 4 2
Councilmaa Duvall reported that
Paducah .. 0 o 0 Ti 2 ti 0 0 X-3 5 o shaw to dedicate land for sidewalks
YOUTH.
old telephone company had left EXODUS OF IRISH
the
be
Broadway
on
property
his
aong
Pat;
Earned runs—Jacksonville.
obstructions in the street at Seventh Aged Parents and Small Brothels
ducah. I. Two base hits—Hackett. tv.Ten Fifteenth and . Seyeateenth
The complaint
Boyd streets.
and
was
conditions
and glisters Left in the
certain
under
street;
Miller; stolen base*—Wletzel, Miller:
of works
board
the
to
referred
was
Villages.
sacrifice hts—Berte. Cooper; double referred to the street committee.
announced
McBroom
plays—Bette to Livingston to HackPresident
It is largely as a result at the unpreett: paseed halls—Bek; bases on that Lon Crandell, the new member.
loss of half its population in
cedented
on
committees
belle—off Allen. 2 struck out—by Al- would act on all
half a century that the present condition
len.
by Miller, 7: left on bases-- e `itch his preceretoe .Race
*mai Ireland is so interesting &study.
Jacksonville.
Paducah. 5: time of served
says Plummer F. Jones, in American
E--1:10: umpire—Wilkerson.
License Inspector Lehnard asked
Monthly Review of Reviews. The defor a leave of absence (If ten days
populatios of Ireland has largely
granted
was
it
beginning Sunday, and
NOTES
changed the life of the people, and the
Judge Lightfoot on behalf of the
CIRef eating 'em up alive in the left Paducah Military band asked that the MISS PEARL MASON GETS FED- Ireland of to-day lacks much of being
the Ireland of GO years ago.
garden nf late
council make an appropriation of
cERAL APPPOINTMENT AT
Owing to lack of labor, the former inCooper made a great stop at sec- $2oo for the band to give open conAZEL.
ond.
tensive cultivation of the soil has
certs in various parts of the city.
Asher drove a foul over sthe bath The request was referred to the
ceased. Tillage has been superseded by
house
pasturage. Thousands of acres that in
Inence committee. .
The Jaelot and he Indians milled
The report of the auditor and Won Out in Fight Against Many former years were teeming with laborers
elf a great game at the park yester- treasurer showed a balance of Sto5,planting and working potatoes and
Opponents—Is Well Known
day.
turnips, and harvesting wheat and oats,
,44.46 in the city treasury.
Miller proved. too much for the
in Paducah.
Bills amounting to $25,428.47 were
are now turned out in grass, and the
visitor- and Ira support was the hest
al owed.
song of the laborers and the whetUng of
of the
ason.
The city solicitor reported that
scythes have been hushed, and in their
A. very' fair crowd had the pleasure
Miss Pearl Mason, daughter of place can be heard the lowing of cattle
would take steps to collect back
he
of whneesing a well appreciated game
Next to Kentucky Theatre on Ncrth Fifth street they can s aim yon
taxes from Mark Worten as soon as Dr. W. M. Mason, of Hazel, Calo- and the tinkling of sheep bells.
of haectsall.
money, and take your old wheel in exchange. WE WANT AN UNof appeals way county, has been appointed postcourt
the
of
on3nd3te
the
and
south
middle,
the
of
parts
all
In
The lorans fans were there with the
tnistress at that thriving little town west of Ireland one sees evidences of LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
goods and delivered them In first-class is filed in circuit court.
to
ordered
Miss M)ason's success was won over this remarkable change--more remark,
was
treasurer
city
The
at vie.
Remember this is the cheapest house in town on B;cyles and everyThe game was fast and well played. tern over to the city solicitor the several opponents, including the pres able since the signs of former possession
delinsuent tax list of 1935 for collec- en postmaster, I. B. Mayer and the and cultivation are still so evident For thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel.
Not a sqltable was meat.
Expert
news of her appointment will be re 60 years the young and vigorous farm machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
Tke crowd is gradually increasing tion.
An ordinenee providing - for the im- ceived with pleasure by her friends hands have been dropping the hoe and
at the ball nark.
The Indians are playnsr a much bet- provement of Twenty-third street in. Paducah as she has often visited spade and emigrating to America, leavhere at the home of Fire and Police ing behind them to attempt their work
ter va-e.
was given second .passage.
Chief's loos supply of ginger is
An ordinance providing for the im- Commissioner R. R. Sutherland.
their infirm old parents and their litUe
working fine.
Hazel postoffice pays about Poo 1 brothers and sisters. The children
provement of Janet street from
Powell to Bridge streets was given year being in the fourth class.
dream through their boyhood and girlfirst passage.
I;
hood of the time when they in turn can
Thomas Wins at Cadiz.
An ordinance Wedding for the
go down to Queenstown and still on the
Hon. G. Prentice Thonols has been
construction of Twenty-second street
big ship for New York or Boston.
Cadiz.
postmaster 'at
from Trimble to Mfdred street'was appoieted
Whote villages have thus been robbed
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a torThomas was the republican nominee
given senond passage.
of their young people, and vast CQUIT try
ture at the present time, and these beautiful r-,canlights we have
An ordinance providing for the for congress in tom
sections that once teemrd with vigorous
at present. Come one come all and hear his muse at 6e6 9. 4th.
construction of Sowell street from
farm laborers now contain but a handful
at, produced by the only talking machine, not only of U.. S. but
tiaye avenue to Aehbroke avenue Yht9
of MC11 who are really capable of hard
of the world. The Victor and th e Zenophor.e talking machines
given second passage.
labor. Indeed, one of the most striking,
from St° to Stoo put within the reach cf the poor as well as the
An ordinance providint for the
and at the same time most melancholy,
wealthy. Remember that these machines arc the
construction of Sowell street from
rural
in
sights
to-day
Ireland
is
unthe
Hays avenue to Ashbrooke avenue
usually large number of despondentwas given second passage.
looking old men and women who mope
'the
for
providing
Remember my records for sale are 8in. 35c, to in. ace. 11 in
An ordinance
absenomindedly about the roa !ways of
$tole
eonstruction of sidewalks on Wash.
the country-side Cr the alleys of the
We have high c:a--s eperatie records from $1.00, $2.00, $3.00,
ington between Second and Thinf QUESTION OF ELECTING
A
hundreds of semi-deserted villages.
$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leaeing cpera eiesesrs I ecm Aeldalena
treets was given second passage.
ENGLISH
OF
TEACHER
Their sons and (laugh tees have grown up
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourrote and Garotz and .
The ordinance providing for the
and gone to seek their fortunes In the
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
Our showing of Summer
WILL BE PARAMOUNT.
peeing. of. First street' from Broadwest. Not one In a hundred of them will
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect .We
Jewelry and Novelties is
way to Washington was given second
to
return
ever
hoe
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
and
the
spade
rocky
More extensive this season
passage.
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
than ever. Your will be de-An. ordinance providing for the Old Fight Against Popular Teacher old Irish field, again.
carry a full stock of
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We
lighted with our display of
graveling of Clay street from SeveoWill Be ReneWed and Result Is
needels and we will repair your broken machines as liberal' prices.
Cheering.
Belt-pins and buckles. Hair
; tee nth to Nineteenth streets was Ire
We will take pleasure in explain ing the Inc.:I:et-a:le cr your Zono"Didn't those hideous campaign
• Ornaments, in combs and
Awaited With Interest.
ferred to the city engineer to furnphone.. I have 500 new and latest music from ragtime to the
earicatures make your wife angry?"
Brute:Atm Silver Card Cases
ish a prolile.
most celebrated operas, and fro m the greatest .and both Am"No,"
answered
the
serene
poliare
end
Purses.
We
An ordinance prohibiting the con.
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My cenceete will be
showing all of the
struction of "Dry Wells" in the city
The school board meets in regular tician. "After studying them carefully,
7 p. m. to to p. m.. No p ieces plseed arice and lee play
from
se wereee (: stri,...
session Tuesday night and the ,ques- she has concluded that I ant not near75 to TOO pieces every night. Rememt:er that you can buy
from
, .
i ;
•
tion of electing a teacher in the ly as homely as I might he."—Wa,shthe Victor machine, it is no trouble but e rleesure. We will take
abandoned and disinfeczed wet: eive,t English department of the public ington Star.
pleascure in showing you about e ither the Victor or Zonopbone
lirst passage.
schools will be taken up.
machines, also care of records.
Mine Hospitels in Africa.
A petition from 22 property own The board has been dead-'ocked
I remain your talking macte ne friend
Poeitlons as matrons of mine hoserg on Harrahan bnts'evard for the en the election of this teacher for the
. construction of granatoid sidewalk.; past several meetings, six members pitals are much sought after by nurses I
was referred to the street committee voting to re-elect Miss Emma Mor- In South Attlee. Netrly all the Johan11 Iona
,
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF Paderah and .10
bar their private hoe; and city engineer.
gan and six for anybody bin Miss. nesburg mines
forget it. 6o6 S. 4th. St. Paducah, Ky.
which
of
well
are
matrons
the
pitals,
Th
company
instructed
Water
was
Morgan.
327 BROADWAY.
4
piaci and have comfortable apartanuts.

Lots of ginger is what drawe them
cat; makes elle game more interesting.
Lose or win. Keep at it.
A larger bunch of our local fans
•
will very likely be out to see the
INDIANS SEE?,!TO BE riTLNG double header this afternoon.
IN GOOD FORM
AGAIN.
Danville, 3; Vincennes, r.
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PHANE...
The Modern Window Decoration

/with

C. C. Lee, 315 hall.
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Don Gilberto

Dependable

JEWuRY
Artistic!
and

BEAUTIFUL

Before MAN Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCLLCO

THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF FADUCAH.

SCHOOL BOARD
WILL MEET

Leading Machine of the Wcrld

NEW STYLE BRACELETS

J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER

DON GILBFRTO,

LOCAL OPTION

chance
hand. seenw to have a small
to oporganized
forces
against the
pose! him.
'How much r'ore glorious that fight
with ballots, vbich is bound to end
in 'victory!
How well v orthy of a brave man
will,
the battle of tile intellect, of the
of honest citizenship, against financial
dishonesty, entinroned and apparently
impregnable!
Try above :11 to make a man
ashamed not t.) be an independent
citiren.
Try to make him understand how
the republican :ind the democrat, so
called, standing at the left and the
right of organHed plutocracy and
owned by it, lau ;h at the dull, servile
voters marching to the polls like
sheep.

SOME MODERN INSTANCES.
Campaign Rhymes.
Hey diddle, diddlat,
The drum and the fiddle,
The judge and the yellow kid;
The bench and the sub
And a rub-a-dttb-dub,
'How much will you bid?

THE CASE OF FLORA.
HOW FRAREY BECAME INTER- ,
ESTEE. IN HER.

6001 MORNING

Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line eid
Willibert Frarey was already spokes :
of as "an old bachelor" when he first I
went CO board with Mrs. Albrecht. Ile
OTTION.
was 28 then, a man of somewhat par-1
ticular habits, none of them very so- etc, various grades and various prices.
Hey, diddle.
ciable. What he wanted was a quiet.
The judge in the middle,
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
place to board, as homecomfortable
a
Held
People
The Tempelaime
The bench is dragging behind,
like as possible, and free from any
And Patterson too
Ma•-)—eo` Mt:ie.:too at Bandana
annoyance from other boarders. Hs
crew,
motley
the
In
offered
Mrs. Albrecht unimpeachable
—Bud Dale t. Speak Saturday.
references, and demanded the like of
But Harrison's) hard to find.
her, caution being his strong point.
Even then he would only take the
Hey, diddle, diddle,
Col. Bud Dale, the veteran camroom for a week, having had doubts
The flute and the fiddle,
Both Phones 281. 132 8011th Fourth St., 3ss Kentucky Ammuss.
p..,on orator, received two long disof Flora Albrecht, a miss of 14. He
The judge and' a lot of junk.
he
and
noisy,
be
feared
she
might
tance messages last evening front
A platform that sags
MINIM
wanted to try the place before he defi11;1%1rd coun;v inf(.rinin,= him of the
And s e ermine that dragst
onlhusiastic meeting lied by the local' throught without will, is blow the "And a boom that has sadly shrunk. nitely settled down.
At the end of the week. flowerer,
option people at 'Bandana yesterday, negro in the Con-o with his right arm
sent for his trunks, congratulathe
Hey,
diddle,
diddle,
at which time a number of red hot cut off because lie has not supplied
ing hiniself upon the circumstance of
'N
.speeches were made and heartily re the proper amount of rubber to his The end' is no riddle,
And thrill" it may give him a having at last found something that
•ceived.
masters.
suited him. Mrs. Albrecht was a
wrench,
a
for
made
being
Preparations are
•-•• ivable that that
It is at least
quiet, neat, self-contained little womglad,
be
he'll
still
Vet
grand rally to be held at Henkle- miserable creaimid vote for his
an, who did not bother him with atforesight he had
sine Saturday. at whinh time Col. own welfare if
gave him the The
tempts at conversation, kept his room
bench.
that
fasten
string
the
to
To
Bud Dale will go down and make a chance.
in perfect order, and gave him a good
Here are eighty millions of Amerigreat speech in behalf of the local
breakfast and dinner. What more
Hey, diddle, diddle,
There is but one cans actually holding the vote in their
option people.
he want? As for Flora, the
could
The judge and the fiddle,
daughter with the usually
lanky
town, Wickliffe, in Ballard county hands, and allowing 1 few unscrupto
He's playing a tune of retreat
tousled 'mane of light hair, Frarey
where liquor can be sod and the lents men and 'a. mass of organized He's mixed in a mess
saw scarcely anything of her, and
-temperance people are determined t dollars to rule them.
With the yellow press
Readers. work to inspire your
vote it out of that place and make
And there's nothing in sight hut heard less.
On his part, Frarey was a model
the entire county dry. They realize friends with respect for the ballot,
defeat.
boardet, quiet, regular and prompt in
that the tight is on and if the wets with a pride in their rights as citizen%
his settlements. He paid monthly
should win that it means elections with a determination to make the ILLINOIS CBNITItAL
now. The experimental stage had
elecourageous
thinking,
independent,
EXCUSSINIMPT
to sell liquor at other points in the
passed, and as far as he knew, he
the rulAmerican
citizenship
in
ment
cc unty.
was willing to spend the rest of his
ing power of the land. Honor your
Ashland, Ky.—Kentucky Stale SunThe election is to be held Saturday
days with the Albrechts. He went
independence.
your
ballot.
Prove
of
Dates
Association.
day Sehool
'and throuyhout the county the
down to the wholesale grocery house,
sale Aug. 20 and 21, nod. Limit Aug. where he had an excellent position.
women will be at the polls to eecONE YEAR FOR A LEGISLATOR 25. Round trip rate $17.10.
tioneer for the side of temperance
every morntiag at eight eclock, and
even
Rcports from that county last
returned at 6:30—in time for dinner.
And a Fine of $1,000—Convicted of
Aerie
Wis.—Grand
Milwaukee,
Sometimes he spent the evening in his
ing say that the gathering at HinkleDates room, reading an Improving book,
Ftzternal Order of Eagles.
Conspiracy.
-tine Saturday will be the greatest
and 12th, sometimes he went out to hear an im- 111011011110
tith
loth,
August
010
sale
of
county.
Ballard
in the history of
proving lecture.
'Portland. Ore.. Aug. 6.—Willard N. lock. Round trip rate
Roanoke, Va.—National Pireman's
Frarey was totally indifferent to
Jones, a member of the Oregon legisDates of sale August the budding charms of Flora, who was
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"Why, he gave me a cane rush.'— SPECIALTIES:
1 arrive, in the hope of placing a
thesis * her aid she will sit looking Chicago News.
(Copyright, 1905, lay Joseph B. Bowles.)
permit this. The claque in European =all order. While I was waiting,
Abstracting of Titles,
like a modern Madonna, really considcities consists of a small body of men, two oowboys, wrapped in fur coats,
It was quite by chance that Miss
IrAuctric-e, Corporation and
From Bad to Worse.
under the orders of a chief, who un- their own dignity and a reputation as Norah Illi.ngton Pym found a place in ering the style of her next gown, but
RIfil Estate Law.
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derstand much of it, but she makes
"Why?"
"chief. The men under him Set the and, marching up to the bar, demand- erally were so "slow."
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
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de lines we'd be arrested let graftla
4 theater of Paris are officials paid by shut out, so he grabbed the biggas1 with stories of the style people in our adoration.
A little romance may be lent Its the sure."—Washington Star.
the management to do certain work. glass he could find behind the bar and station hept up in the west.
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francs a month, and for that sum they anything there he missed putting into oldies turned in the necks of their find pleasure in agreeable
"Do you see the tall cook in tbe blue
inn
are expected to take with them into that glass, from the salt and peppert Jlouses and wore lane. By the end of For instance, on the veranda of an
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Our ladies made still further efforts comparison with delightful QM people Ch'cago Daily News.
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chance acquaintance.
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Room 114 Fraternity Building.
Lafayette, where they crowd around will. For three or four hours he was "I reckon," she said, nodding her head morning with the expectation that girl.
N. B.—New York preachers have detheir leader and answer to their names tho sickest man I ever saw, and it "we know a thing or two in the west. some accidental joy will overtake them
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cided that all angels are of the male New
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periis
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When you are sick, when you se..
We are offering a 20 year Gold Filled Case, Elgin Movement, for $8.45.
ship of the Christian church at Pentyour chances to get well for a few
A Seth Thomas $12.00 Mantel Clock for
Cairo, 17.4 falling.
night,
luoke
last
pastor,
when
the
Mrs. James . ;riffin, of Dallas,
cents? Certainly not. A little difIlleger's
itsy Knives and Forks, a sot,
Chattanooga,
7.9,
falling.
Rev.
J.
M.
Gordon,
$3.45
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handed
iference in the quality of drugs used Texas, is visiting her mother. Mrs.
Genuine
Rogers' Teaspoons, a se t,
Cincinnati, to.o, falling.
resignation,
.75
after
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that
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in filling your prescription's, sonic G. E. Rouse, of this city.
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons. asset
$1.30
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for
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Mr.
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Gordon
the
in
difference
big
a
malaes
tames
Our entire tine of Cut Glass at 30 per cent. off of regular price.
John Boyard of Golden Pond, Ky., stated what he will do,
Florence, 6.o, standing.
but will
-results expected by the doctors. •
Our Hand Painted China, fine as any line in the city, at 50 per cent,
is in the city on busOiess.
Louisvre,
4.3,
fallng.
probahy devote his entire attention
We are in the • drug business by
ell medlar price—you must see this line to astknate fully the bargians
Mt. Carmel, o.8, fallng.
'Bert Newhouse of Fulton spent to his school for boys in Clarksville.
'choke, and because we like it. Did
are ereying
Paducah.
Nashville,
10.9, falling.
He formerly taught in South Kenyou ever notice that those who like Monday in
A opecial reduction on every article in our store for to days only-Pittsburg, 6.4, rising.
•*heir work are usually the best workS. 'S. Seek of Joppa, Ill., was in Pa- tucky college here and is a most
striedy for oasis-Davis Island Dam, 3.0, rising.
talented and popular gentleman.
'men? This applies to all lines of bus- ducah Monday
Our repairs must give you satis faction.
St. Louis, 10.4, falling.
iness,or profession. Our policy is to
E. L. Mitchell and daughter,
Dyes tested free.
Mrs.
reasMt. Vernon, 6.9, falling.
sieve the best posible quality at a
gone to Murray, +
have
Elizabeth
Miss
Paducah, 9.4, falling.
onable price, and to give our patrons to visit friends.
•
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The Clyde arrived yesterday mornjust a little more than they expect in
LOCAL
NEVIS
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BRIEF
Mrs. J. W. Cobb, Muss Zula Cobb
good service and highest quality.
4 ing and left in the evening for Joppa.
yrs EMOADWAY. OU'T}MIR'S OW STAND.
are
Mlather.
Just try us next time. We guaran- aro, niece. Miss Caroline
The two boat Katherine passed yesMurray.
in
friends
v'siting
tee perfec satisfaction.
J. A. MNIETZILA, privELER AND OPTICIAN.
terday on her way from Cairo to the
Hon. Hal. C. Corbett returned yes••••
111••••
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Claire
quarries.
ss Years Experience.
terday from Culean Springs where he
—The marriage bans
of
Mr.
The
Ruben
Dunbar
is
on
the
dry
has been visiting his family who are Frank Rugan of Paducah and Miss
docks for repairs.
so
sojourning there.
Flora Reidel of Golconda, Ill., wete
The city of Savannah kft Sunday
will
Mrs E. E. Barnett and family
el
announned at St. Francis de Sales
for her Tennessee river trip.
retaurn today from a visit to Marshall church Sunda y.
The Jim Duffy arrived yesterday
county.
The Ladies of the Maccabees will
Mr. George Locker, a merchant at meet Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock , evening with a tow of ties.
POUR ETH AND BROADWAY.
The John S. Hopkins will be the
Birmingham. Marshall county, has at their hall at corner of Fifth and
Evansville packet tomorrow.
sold his business and will move ts) Broadway.
v
John Street the night wharfmaster
Paducah.
is on duty again after being ill sev
4
(Hon. John L. Grayot and wife of
Masonic Notice.
eral days.
Snithland at4 the guests of Hon. J
• Plain Citl Lodge No. 449, F. and A.
K. Hendrick and family.
Capt. Oscar Barrett of. St. Louis
WANTED—Bilious people to take
Mr Will Hendrick went to Hardin M. will meet in stated communication stas in the city yesterday.
at 8 o'clock this evening. The F. C.
joules' Liver Capsules *c. R. W. yesterday.
The tow boat Lyda came in from
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-WALKER & CO., Fifth and BroadMiss Margerie Bagby and Miss degree will be conferred on four can- the Cumberland fiver yesterday with sit*
5
L
nay.
Blanche Hills returned front Cairo didates. Visitors welcome.
a load of ties.
•
JAS. E. WILHELM', Master
last evening where they have been
The Martha Hermen arrived from
rest- visiting Miss Bruce Wearing.
GEO. 0. INGRAM, Ste.
FOR RENT—Eight-room
the Ohio river yesterday with a tow
illsnce in West End. All modern
Mr. Joe Wilhelm, the drummer,
of ties.
Budweiser, king of bottled beer, in
conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du- came in last night from a two months'
eltice Phone 369,
Beis.
trip to Arkansas. to remain until family size cases of two dozen
Residence Phone
Pape in August.
bottles to the case delivered to any
September T.
FOR RENT—Three story brick
Mrs. Robert Caldwell returned last part of the city on short notice. An- August's coming down the road
all
With her glorious days
building at 103 South Second, now evening from St. Louis.
hauser-Busch Brewing aseociation
Distilleries
occupied by Paducah
Mr. Frank Seits. of Terre Haute, branch. Both phones sta. J. H. And the merry, tuneful toad
Pipes his roundelays.
tompany.
Ind., has returned home after a pleas- Steffin, manager.
In the valley, by the sea,
ant visit to his uncle, Justice John J.
On the towering hills,
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY— Bleieh.
THAT TRIP TO THE DENTISTS.
Throngs of summer boarders free
Col. Sim H. Crossland. of Mayfield,
Able-bodied unmarried men between
Run up hotel bills.
siges of 21 and 35; citizens of United is in the city.
Why do you postpone thtt trip to
States, of good character an tempeMr. J. 0. Rutter, cashier of the
Father working here in town
rate habits, who can spexlc, read and Flania of Hardin. was in the city Mon- the dentist?
The longer you wait the worse it
Has much sympathy—
write English. For information ap- day.
you, so you may as well
Mr. J. M. Quinn has returned from will hurt
ply to Recruiting Officer, New RichRather likes his martyr's crown ,
and
today
go
and
courage
pluck up
a visit to Mayfield
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
Just 'twist yo uand me.
over.
Mr. Chas. Q. c., •Leigh left last have the dreaded job
For, though days are rather hot
as
carefully
dentist
as
Select your
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FOR SALE—Three to-footcounters night for his borne in titicago after a
Now at home for fair,
you would your physician or lawyer,
and show cases, and one 3 foot soun- pelasant visit with relatives.
twice a year and biave your There are pleasures that are not
Mr. M. W. Martin of Murray was go to him
ter and show case, at J. D. Sowers
More than half bad there.
and you will'add to
examined
teeth
jtwetry store, 2-28 Broadway. Cheap. in the city Sunday to accompany his
preand
comeliness
and
heakh
niece. Mrs. May Jetton, home. Mrs. you'
vent suffering and save money by so lies' a bathtub he can use
FOR RENT—Seven room resi- Jetton has been seriously ill at River- doing.
Without any charge,
dence, No. 421 North Seventh street. side hospital but has recovered sufficbegining of self- And if so be hes' the !shies
the
Cleanliess
is
All modern conveniences. Apply to iently to return to her home at MurHe can roam at large
respectkand self-preservation; and deReuben Rowland, No. a, Trueheart ray.
unclean mouth tell Through the gardens, 'neath the sky,
and
teeth
cayea
Miss Myrtle Mills of South Third
building.
Where the daisies grow •
the whole world the estimate you put
street returned toy from Mayfield
Sing and dance and wink the eye
yourself.
upon
where she has been the guest of Miss
In the summer show.
if parents would take their chilMasonic Excursion.
Eunice Murray for the past week.
to the dentist as soon as they
dren
The two Mason•c lodges of • May3 Horse Power Motor.
Mr. T. 0. Stevenson left yesterday have any teeth to care for, we wotsld
If he'd dine on speckled trout
.effott to for Dawson for a few days' sojourn.
field. Ky. are fnaking
Horse Power Motor.
teeth
in
not see .to many crooked
Fresh from mountain haunts ,
run an excursion 'to. 'Louisville in
Lewis Mlurphey. of Murphy Furni- adults, for the teeth need care while
Horse Power Motor.
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In the evening he goes out
abent a week. The object of the ex- ture Co., of Mayfield, was in the city
Horse Power Motor.
are
they
After
growing.
they are
To the restaurants
Tursion is to visit iheAtillasonie Wid- yesterday on his way home 'from
I to Horse Power Motor.
rrown the oarnaee is done, and the Where, without a hook or line,
-ows' and Orpans' Home and the Cave Cincinnati.
2o0 Lieu Dynamo.
uncomfortever
be
individual mast
Reel or thought of bait ,
Hill-cemetew Ao.,one except mem'George Cranthers of Mayfield was ably conscious of a mouth Lull of ill
He can get them broiled, divine,
bers of the ofefer will be allowed to in the city today.
shapen teeth.
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take atlys.:.tage -of stk. entriersinn.
Frank Chappell was on the sick
The child should have foods rich
X
list today.
in lime, to supply the growing bones Sitting in his
office there,
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Edwin Bridges, of the Thomas and teeth.
Nothing
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morning for Stieraid; Miss.
Bridges 8t Son Bridge Co.. of Wabash.
121-123 North Fourth Street.
Bless the man who first invented
Inds is in the city for a fe wdays dentists. They are god-like in their There's no gadding everywhere
In the broiling sun.
on business.
tortues. They hurt us for our own
Horses for Sale.
Lowary Smith arrived' in the city good They drill retaining points in But the simple, quiet life
JuKt received a car load of western last night.
He can have for his,
our souls, but when the work is finhorses, to be sold at once. At Jas.
Freed from all the whirl and strife
Mrs. Lucy Davis. ?Ales. John Smed- ished we gladly forgive them.
A. Glanber's staible, Third and Wash- ley and NI5ss Mary Rogers left yesOf vacation's whiz.
Avoid gold Rings in front teeth.
ington streets.
terday for Dixon Spring: to spend
A first-class dentist must be an
BIVINS &LOVE.
So, ye wives and daughters all,
two weeks.
artist and an artisian.
Off in piney heights,
- Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Wilson. of
To }lark( et tooth or fill a cavity
Save the tears you're letting-fall-Chic-ago, are visiting their hrother, is but R STral;i 1 Rft of dentistry.
E. L. Wilson. of 411 Adams street.
Through the summer nights
‘N'hen you find a dentist who is
-Mr. and Mrs. W. T. White. of Kut- , also an attist--ssick to him.
For old pater's sorry fate
tawa. returned to their home Sunday? Your teeth would last as long as
Mid these scenes of woe.
after visiting- Mr. and MTS. Hugh your legs
sou took care of them He's all right and if hes' straight
George.
—Dr. Eila K. Dearborn in St. Louis
He will tell you so.
Misses Nettie and Mary Jones, of C hronisle.
Both Phones No. 110.
203. 205 B. Tnird
—Chicago News.
Trimble stiseeet, have returned from
a three weeks' visit in Ballard county.
MT. George Hulshar, of Louisville,
has arrived to visit his mother, Mrs.
Jane Hubbard.
Mrs. CHarles Fisher went to Lou15C OUNCE, 2 OUNCES FOR 25C
isville yesterday to visit Mrs. GPM
invAltoible for freeing the skin Kremer.
Mrs. C. B. Hatfield, Mrs. Fred Rudy
from sallowness and sunburn. It fills
out wrinkles and produces firm, round and child, and Miss Retta Hatfield
.surfates.
-,1 1.411 left yesterday for a visit in Caseyville.
Miss Ida Levy, of Owensboro, Ky.,
OURS IS CREAMERY, WHITE and Mrs. Bernartl Seigel, of New Orleans, will arrive today to visit Mrs.
AND PURE.
J. F. Luft, on Broadsyby.
Mks. C E. Purcell has returned
from a month's visit in Livingston
county.
Mrs. Charles Vandervoit, of 506
Ohio street, has returned from a vioit
in Southern Illinois%
Incorporated.
.
tnMr. Charles W Bowker of Me,
Iscorporsret
fr
phis visited friends in the city yeses..
Fifth & Broadway. Sorb Plumes rys day en route home from a vacation in
NIGHT DEW, AT SIDE DOOR Cincinnati.

Quality Rather
Than Price.

+-+-+.++ +

+

sls

pedal-Ten DayYSale

EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO

Eye-See Jewelry Co

McPherson's
Drug Store.

scribe For The

Abra rn L. Weil & Co

WANTS

FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

736

J. W. HUGHES

••

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

We have on hand
For Sale:

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

S. P. POOL,

L. 0. STEPHENSON

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.(

Our Cold Cream
Cleanses the Skin
arid Clears the
Complexion

FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS .

BUY

TRADEWATER COAL
Now reduced prices fo the best Coal you can buy.

LUMP 12 CENTS NUT 11 CENTS

Let us call and book your7order for next winter.

R. W.,W kLKER & CO.,

est Kentutky Coal Co.

Office Second and Ohio.

,

'Both Telephones 254,

